Flowcode 7
Simplifying Microcontroller
Programming

These days the most commonly used device in electronic systems is the
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microcontroller: it is hard to find a piece of electronics without one, and
you use thousands of them a day.
Starting with making your waffles first
thing in the morning, and ending with
setting the alarm clock last thing at night.
In terms of programming these systems it
is likely that you are familiar with Assembly
code, BASIC, C, C++ and traditional
languages. But we want to present to you
a quick and simple way of programming
microcontrollers—using flowcharts.

INTRODUCING FLOWCODE 7

The great thing about flowcharts is
that everyone can use them. It’s true
that some computer science purists

prefer state diagrams, but even business
analysts understand the simple flowchart,
which describes—using a simple range
of icons—the use of flowcharts to control
systems. Flowcode 7 is an electronic
product development environment that
allows you to drag and drop flowchart
icons, click twice on them to enter
properties, design a virtual circuit or
system on screen, and simulate the
flowchart’s effect on the system to ensure
functionality. Then, once the design is
complete, you can produce hex code for
more than 500 microcontrollers, including

Matrix TSL’s Flowcode software allows you to
quickly and easily develop complex electronic
and electromechanical systems. Engineers use
Flowcode to develop systems for control and
measurement based on microcontrollers, on rugged industrial interfaces or on Windows
compatible personal computers. Flowcode 7 feaures a stylish and modern new UI that gives
users an easy-to-use, advanced graphical programming
IDE for their microcontroller project requirements.
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PIC8, PIC16, PIC32, AVR, Arduino, and
ARM microcontrollers.
If you have the appropriate hardware you
can then use In-Circuit-Debug facilities
like an oscilloscope, data recorder and
packet decoder, and text-based consoles
to debug your functional prototype.

SO HOW DOES IT WORK?

The first thing you need to know about
Flowcode is the choice of basic icons

1. Icon tool bar - drag and drop standard flowchart
icons onto your flowchart. Click to edit properties
for a syntax-correct program.
2. Project explorer - instantly see all the ports,
macros, variables, constants and components in
your project.
3. C code program - monitor the C code equivalent
of your flowchart; as fast, syntax correct code is
generated automatically on a per icon basis.
4. Control tool bar - use the standard tool bar for
editing your program and also for stimulating
your program and running In-Circuit-Debug / Test.
5. Component tool bar - choose your electromechanical
component from our large library of parts; from
simple switch to Bluetooth module.
6. Flowchart program - drag, drop and edit standard
flowchart icons to create a program. Design
flowchart macros that can be called from other icons.
Use Flowcode’s powerful PC-side language to control
external instruments, and monitor your systems.
7. Properties editor - see and edit the properties of all
components.
8. Component debug - see the API calls in your

and how they work. These follow the
international standard for flowcharts and
you can see these in Figure 1. Simply drag
and drop the icons onto the workspace
and click twice on them to enter their
properties.
Next, you need to design your electronic
system on-screen. Along the top of
the application there are a number of
component
categories:
from
simple
switches and LEDs through to complex

program and component design.
9. Icon list window - for search results, error
messages, breakpoints and bookmarks.
10. Analogue window - see the state of the analogue
inputs in your design.
11. System panel - design your system using the
multi-view system panel. Use off-the-shelf
electromechanical components or design your own.
Import your model from a program like Sketch Up
or Solidworks.
12. Dashboard panel - control and monitor your
program in simulation and In-Circuit-Test. Write  
programs using simulation API commands to show
real world equivalents of your data in humanfriendly formats.
13. Data recorder - use this to show timevarying signals in your system. Link the scope to
simulation data or real data during In-Circuit-test.
14. Chip - use the chip window to view and control the
status of the inputs and outputs on your chip in
simulation and In-Circuit-Test.
15. Oscilloscope - another important debugging tool
that displays important data from your project.

Figure 2 – Flowcode’s workspace areas and their functions
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Figure 1 – Basic
flowchart icons

Figure 3 – Developing at a circuit board level

subsystems including color LCD displays,
communication blocks like CAN, ZigBee
and Bluetooth, and electromechanical
components like motors and solenoids.
You can use these components to
assemble a virtual electronic system:
simply drag them onto the workspace
and click twice on them to alter their
properties, adding more components
until your system is complete. Once the
system and the flowchart is assembled,
you press the Run button to simulate
the resulting system, and iterate your
design until you get the performance
you want. When you are satisfied that
all is good, you simply click one button
to compile and download the hex to your
USB-connected hardware and check that
the hardware functions as it is meant
to—using Flowcode’s In-Circuit-Debug
(ICD) tools if needed.

SO WHAT?

Figure 4 – Simulating the functionality of a tank that heats
fluids.
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Flowcode is not like any other CAD
package available on the market. It does
not simulate electronic circuits using
SPICE like technology. It does not allow
you to create PCBs or to draw complex
mechanical systems. What it does
do, very well, is allow you to develop
code for electronic systems based on
microcontrollers.
You can develop systems at a circuit
board level, as you can see in Figure 3.
But more interestingly, Flowcode is
packed with other features that allow
you to focus on developing the system
rather than just the electronics. So,
for example, you can develop a virtual
system—like a tank with a heater that
cools, heats, fills, and empties at a
certain rate, develop the control system
for that tank, and check its performance
visually and using graphing tools.
Alternatively, you can develop a virtual
network of microcontrollers, running in
several instances of Flowcode on the
same PC, communicating with each other
via Modbus. You can check that each
MODbus connected sub system functions
well and communicates appropriately
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with other sub systems. Or you can
create a model of an electromechanical
system in Solidworks, import it into
Flowcode, characterize the different
parts of the model, and see how your
code controls the final design.
Most
importantly
for
engineers,
Flowcode saves time. Users don’t have
to worry about all the detailed settings in
microcontrollers to get up and running,
tested code libraries for hundreds of
electronic components are available,
and high-level flowchart code transfers
from one family of microcontrollers to
another (e.g., Arduino to PIC32) very
easily.
Flowcode was first released in 2001
and is now in its seventh version. In
version 7, the Flowcode team has made
a number of advances in the technology
behind
the
software
with
faster
compilers, new microcontroller targets
including Microchip’s PIC32 range of
chips, novel debug features such as
code profiling, and an impressive built-in
oscilloscope. In addition, version 7 now
includes a number of new components
available for communications, displays,
mechatronics, and more.

Figure 5 – Here you can see analog and digital traces on the
Flowcode oscilloscope alongside data presentation in the console
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